SARONIC BAY, SOUNION and EVOIKOS BAYS – 2 DAY CRUISE – 120 nautical
miles

The Saronic Bay is ideal for short range cruises for sightseeing, swimming, relaxing and enjoying local
cuisine either on board or at local taverns.
The bay is protected from the strong summer time northern winds and high seas, making it ideal for
comfortable cruising almost every day of the summer.
The Evoikos bay, lies at the East side of the Attika peninsula, and is bordered on the West by the second
largest island of Greece, named Evia. The Evoikos bay waters are bluer, deeper, but less protected than
the Saronic bay from the Northern winds, while the coastline of Evia is intricate and fun to explore.
The cruising distances are rather short, giving you more time to spent enjoying the sights and the
crystal-clear waters instead of long hours of cruising. This results in a good value for money package due
to less fuel used and more time for enjoying the various locations.
Our destination, the small island cluster of Petalioi very near the coast of Evia, has green, swallow and
protected waters, creating an idyllic environment to spend the night.
You will enjoy snacks, and meals when cruising or when anchored at a secluded bay, while in the
evening, you can relax at the aft deck or on the flybridge watching the sunset and later the night sky
enjoying your drink or your cigar.

This is the recommended route for the Saronic Bay, Sounion and Evoikos Cruise:

The departure is from the conveniently located Glyfada’s 3rd Marina, easily accessible from any place of
Athens.
We recommend a 09:00 departure time to make the most of our day.
After departing Glyfada, we will cruise to Southeast, reaching first the small uninhabited islad of Fleves just 5 miles away from the marina.
If you wish, we can drop anchor in one of the two bays depending on the sea conditions for a refreshing
swim.
Fleves:

After Feves, we will continue our cruise along the coast of Attica, also called the “Athens Riviera”, where
there are a few bays and small islands. You may pick a place you like, and your crew will be happy to
drop anchor there so you can enjoy the sea, while you can use the yacht’s tender to explore the coast or
to get to the beach for sunbathing and swimming.

As we approach cape Sounion, we will pass very near the sheer cliffs of the small island named
Patroklos. A few meters away from its south rocky coast, and at a depth of about 50 meters lies the
wreck of a WWII war ship:

As we approach cape Sounion, you can see the ancient temple of Poseidon (Neptune) built on top of the
rock and overlooking the Aegean sea.

We will drop anchor on either the west or east bay, depending on the sea state.

The tender will take you to the beach, where there is a footpath climbing up the rocky cape connecting
to the road that reaches the archaeological site of the Temple.

Departing Sounion, we will cruise around the cape Sounion, we will begin our trip towards the Evoikos
bay, and will pass between the Attica mainland and the uninhabited island of Makronissos.
We will reach the Petalioi islands after about one hour and a half of cruising.

You can swim, snorkel, and kayak in the blue-green waters, and we can use the tender to explore the
beaches and the nearby coast of the Evia island.

Leaving Petalioi, we follow the return route to our marina at Glyfada, which we will reach after about 3
hours of cruising.

